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course, having a hole through it, so as to be
Be it known that I, ,WILLARD B. SWART mounted on an'axle. b,- but, so far as the hub
WOUT, a citizen of the United States, residing is concerned, any style may be employed that
at Three Rivers, county of St. Joseph, State will serve the purpose of detachably clamp
To all whom it may concern.

of Michigan, have invented a new and useful

ing the disks together.

CarWheel, of which the‘ following is a speci

The tread part of the wheel is thoroughly
braced and supported by the periphery f of

?cation.
The object of this invention is to effect im
IO

the disk E, which shuts well into the disk A

provements in “disk-wheels,” so called,and in a wedging manner.
The wheel, as shown in Fig. 2, is composed 55
hollow wheels, with a view to simplify and
cheapen their construction and add to their of only five very simple parts, (including the
nut (0,) easy and cheap to produce, making a
utility.
To this end the invention, in general terms, light durable whee], readily put together and
consists in a dish‘shaped disk bearingt-he ?ange taken apart, and not employing a bolt or rivet
of the wheel, all struck or- pressed in shape in its construction.
A wheel thus made of all detachable parts,
out of one pieceof metal, another dish-shaped
disk pressed in shape from one piece of metal as described. is distinguishable from and
and detachably and wedgingly shut into the deemed a valuable improvement over hollow
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other disk, like a box into its cover, and a
suitable hub, upon which the disks are mounted
and by which they are detachably held to

gether.
In the drawings forminga part of this speci
?cation, Figure 1 is an elevation of the wheel,
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looking against the end of the axle; and Fig.
2 is‘a section on the dotted line in Fig. 1.

Referring to the lettered parts of the draw

car-wheels made in a single piece by welding
together two dislrlike disks and a hub, as 65
heretofore, in which construction the disks
and hub, after the wheel is completed, are not
detachable from each other. Besides, in the
construction of my wheel I save the expense
of a welding forge and machinery and much
labor. The disks may be made of any other
suitable material.

Having thus described my invention, what I
with the ?ange andtread part of the wheel claim as new is
A wheel composed of two dish-shaped disks,
D, as above stated, struck intoshape'from one
piece of steel plate. The other dish-shaped one of which is provided with the tread part
disk is shown at E, made of a size to snugly and ?ange and the other shut wedgingly and
detachably into it, like a box into its cover,
shut into the other disk, A, Fig. 2.
It is preferable to make the bottom of the and a hub headed at one end and having a
35 dish-like disks A E concave on the inside, so detachable clamping-nut at the other end, the
that both faces of the wheel will be slightly disks being detachably mounted on said hub,

ings, A is the metal dish-shaped disk,provided

convex, in order that the disks will not un

duly press inward when clamped together by
the‘ hub.

A suitable hub is shown at c, hav

all combined substantially as set forth.

In testimony of the foregoing l have here
unto subscribed my name in presence of two

ing a ?anged end, 0, to bear against one of witnesses.
the disks, a thread end bearing a clamping
WVILL ARD B. SW ART WYOUT.
nut, a, and a washer, B, to bear against the
Witnesses:
other disk. Thus by tightening the nut a the
WM. 0. PEALER,
disks A E are ?rmly clamped one within the‘
JOHN Cox.
45 other, like a box and its cover, the hub, of

